
The immigration and emigration of the Netherlands



Introduction

• First, we will tell you about the history of the immigration in the 
Netherlands.

• after that we are going to tell you about the emigration the Netherlands
had.

• At the end we will talk about the situation now



Eighty Years' War (1568-1648) 

Antwerp fell into Spanish hands and only allowed Catholicism

many Protestant merchants and intellectuals left the city 

Portuguese Jews and French Protestants were persecuted to leave their
homeland



The 30s  ( the Jews)

Nazis in Germany were in power and took away the Jews all 
civil rights

flow of Jewish refugees came to the Netherlands

reducing the flow

crisis time

there was fear anti-Semitism would grow. 

Kristallnacht



The 40s  ( Dutch East Indies) 

Dutch, Eurasians and Moluccans depart from the former Dutch East Indies. 

the transfer of sovereignty to Indonesia

bad situation

no regards to the Eurasians



The 60s /Sixties: (Labour migration) 

the reconstruction went well

Netherlands needed labour forces

southern Europe and Turkey and Morocco

mainly low-skilled labor because they were most needed in the new industry



The 70’s ( Surinamese)

Surinamese came first to study

More low-skilled workers

high benefits that were easily to get

Surinamese migrants because all Surinamese were already Dutch because
they were a colony.

After the independence, the Dutch government would end more migration

From 1975 to 1980 remained free movement of people between the 
Netherlands and Suriname. 



The 90’s / Nineties (Antilleans)

Antilleans came to study

The migration growed because it went bad on the Dutch Antilles. 

Unemployment was high, wages and benefits low and the cost of living high.



The 50’s / Fifties( Emigration)

the Netherlands were ruined

promote emigration

500 000 Dutch left, especialy to Canada, the United States, Australia, 
South Africa and New Zealand. 

the threat of the Cold



Now

conflicts on the edges of Europe, IS and civil
war in Syria

first to Turkey then to the Greek islands

Balkan route 

European Union came with measures to stop 
the refugees crisis


